Middle East & North Africa
Abu Dhabi Committee

Anthony Pereira FCIOB – Arcadis
Kamel Elamrousy MCIOB – GHD
Sabah Qureshi MCIOB – Shapoorji
Connor Curran MCIOB – Kroll
Emily Fathers Long MCIOB – Microsoft
Stephen Board MCIOB – Quantum Global
Don Sibe – Tomorrows Leaders GHD

Highlights

• Hosting CEO in Jan 2022
• PR Workshops monthly
• Introduced first female MCIOB
• Introduced Tomorrow’s Leaders Rep (Don)

Upcoming

• Technology and Sustainability themes
• Face to Face exhibition at ME Design Week in Sept 22
• Site Visit at BAPS Hindu Temple with TLs in March

Training Partnerships

Arcadis
Turner & Townsend
GHD
AECOM

Universities/Colleges

Abu Dhabi University
Khalifa University
New York University

Exciting Projects

Nuclear Power Plants
Abrahamic Family House
Abu Dhabi Airport
Yas Island Developments

For standards. For change. For people.
Bahrain

Committee

Chris Core MCIOB – Al Hilal Enterprise
Omran Alam MCIOB – Gulf Contracting Company
V B Sooriyaarachchi MCIOB
Ghassan Aouad PP FCIOB – Applied Science University
Prof. Julie Cross MCIOB – British University of Bahrain
Brian Conneely – MCIOB – Nass Contracting

Highlights

• Members Evening at British Embassy in Nov 2021
• CIOB collaborating with BUB for membership and their 1st attended graduation ceremony

Upcoming

• Members Golf day in partnership with British Business Group
• Members Evening at British Embassy in Nov 2022
• Accreditation of ASU and BUB
• Recognition with Council for Regulating the Practise of Engineering Professionals (CRPEP)

Training Partnerships

DG Jones
Mott Macdonald
Cerbaco
UNI Training Institute
WMS Safety

Universities/Colleges

Applied Science University
British University of Bahrain

Exciting Projects

Bahrain Monorail,
Qatar/Bahrain Causeway
Diyar Al Muharraq
Durrat Marina / Al Bahrain,

For standards. For change. For people.
Cairo, Egypt

Committee

Muir Smith MCIOB - Gleeds
Ahmed Hamada MCIOB - Gleeds
Wael Azizeldin MCIOB - Consultant Moataz Mosallam MCIOB – JLL
Ziad Abdeen – ASGC – Tomorrow Leaders

Highlights

• Launched CIOB in Cairo in person 1st to roll out new brand.
• 1st Membership workshop delivered in Arabic
• Delivered several CPDs online in 2021

Upcoming

• Back in Cairo for June 22 - The Big 5
• More Arabic workshops and CPD
• Launch Tomorrows Leaders in 2022

Training Partnerships

Hassam Allam
Orascom | Dorra
RedCon | DG Jones
Gleeds | JLL

Universities/Colleges

The American University in Cairo
German University in Cairo
Cairo University

Exciting Projects

New Administrative Capital Cairo Monorail
Dabaa Nuclear Power Plant Entertainment District
Private medical city

For standards. For change. For people.
Dubai Committee

John Shenton MCIOB – Averda
Ian Maund FCIOB – QGS
Haitham Seif FCIOB – Al Ansari Exchange
Alison Wicks MCIOB
Kaarin Kavalus MCIOB – Turner & Townsend
Sera John MCIOB – Prev. ASI
Scott Abercrombie MCIOB – Amazon
Alaa Ayman TL – Dubai Healthcare Authority
Lerato Sebothoma TL – Al Tayer Stocks

Highlights

- Company Engagement Workshops FTF in Offices (T&T, Khansaheb)
- Introduced Tomorrow’s Leader Rep (Alaa & Lerato)
- 5 females on Dubai Hub
- Heriot Watt Careers Fair
- Back to Face to Face CPD!
- Event Partnerships Thriving

Upcoming

- Technology and Sustainability themes
- Face to Face exhibition at ME Design Week
- Heriot Watt GSC 2022
- Global Big 5 in Dec 2022

Training Partnerships

Turner & Townsend Quantum Global Solutions | MACE | Atkins Global | Hewitt Consultancy | Khansaheb

Universities/Colleges

Heriot-Watt
Birmingham Uni
American University in Dubai
British University of Dubai
Sharjah University
University of Wollongong

Exciting Projects

Expo 2020
Museum of the Future
One Zabeel
Atlantis #2

For standards. For change. For people.
Highlights

- Back to FTF CPDs in 2021
- First FTF Hub meeting since 2020
- Matt Meeting Ahmed & Ashghal Team
- TLs Reps (Darryl & Mitch)
- Introduced the first female MCIOB on Doha hub committee

Upcoming

- Ashghal (Ahmad FCIOB) presents to CIOB in July/Aug
- Tomorrow’s Leaders launch
- Equivalency with Supreme Council

Training Partnerships

- Ashghal | GHD
- Green Building Company
- ECG | Driver Trett
- Quantum Global Solutions
- Qserve
- Turner & Townsend

Universities/Colleges

- Qatar University
- West Texas A&M
- North Atlantic University

Exciting Projects

- World Cup 2022*
  (Impact to Non-related Construction works)
Muscat, Oman

Committee

- Aaron Hennessy FCIOB – Douglas OHI
- Wade Kilian MCIOB – TOCO
- Sreejith Kesavan MCIOB – TOCO

Highlights

- Hosting Caroline in Oman
- Signing 6 training partnerships
- Members Gathering at British Embassy
- Across Ages Museum, Nizwa
- CIOB Student Festival 72 students

Upcoming

- Planning Jan 2023 visit
- Implement our six TPs
- Outward bound gathering of members
- Collaboration with RICS

Training Partnerships

- Douglas OHI
- TOCO
- MACE
- Arabian Industries
- Turner & Townsend
- Atkins Global

Universities/Colleges

- National University of Science & Technology
- Middle East College

Exciting Projects

- Al Hafa Waterfront
- Khasab, Shinas Port Duqm Refinery, Mall of Oman, Desalination Plants,

For standards. For change. For people.
Riyadh Committee

Shehzad Khanzada MCIOB – Al Mutlaq Inv.
Ryan Hendricks MCIOB – Turner & Townsend
Norman Smith MCIOB – Currie & Brown
Omar Barakat MCIOB – The Red Sea Company
Kester Brits MCIOB - JLL
John Duffy MCIOB – Buro Happold
Darko Makura FCIOB – Al Kholi Group
Rick Hopper FCIOB - AECOM

Highlights

• Over 20% membership growth in 2021
• Hub met face to face for the first time in March.
• Partnering The Big 5 in what will be first exposure of CIOB in person
• Hub committee growth from 2 to 8

Upcoming

• 1st Face to Face CPD in Saudi
• Keep the mentoring focus
• Members Gathering in British Embassy Sept 22

Training Partnerships

Turner & Townsend
Currie & Brown
Al Kholi Group
JLL

Universities/Colleges

University of Business Technology
Alyamamah University
King Saud University

Exciting Projects

NEOM | Red Sea
King Abdullah Economic City (KAEC) in Rabigh
Jazan
Prince Abdulaziz Bin Mousaed Economic City

For standards. For change. For people.